High resolution channeled imaging spectropolarimetry based on liquid crystal variable retarder
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Abstract: A method for high spectral resolution channeled imaging spectropolarimetry (CISP) using a liquid crystal variable retarder (LCVR) is presented. Controlling the retardation of LCVR, the individual expanded channel, which takes up the whole detector, is obtained in each step. The resolution of recovered spectrum is increased largely, meanwhile the high resolution of image is maintained. The novel CISP system has the advantages of high throughput, compact and stable. It has no moving components and is easy to control as the retardation of LCVR is modulated by computer. The feasibility of that method is proved by the simulation results.
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1. Introduction

Useful information can be obtained from the image, spectrum and polarization of the object. Imaging spectropolarimetry is capable of capturing image and spectrum of four Stokes parameters simultaneously \[1\]. It has been considered as a powerful tool to acquire the characteristics of object in many fields, such as environmental monitoring, object identification, and biomedical diagnoses \[2–4\]. One of the most representative technique is channeled imaging spectropolarimetry (CISP) \[1\]. Channeled spectropolarimetry (CSP) was developed by Oka and Kato \[5\]. Using a pair of high order crystal retarders as polarization spectrum modulation components, it can detect the total Stokes parameters simultaneously without movable components by modulating the Stokes parameters \(S_1\), \(S_2\) and \(S_3\) into a finely-vibrating spectrum. Behind the polarization spectral modulation components, some typical imaging spectrometers such as grating imaging spectrometer (GIS) \[6\], Fourier transform imaging spectrometer (FTIS) \[7\] and computed tomography imaging spectrometer (CTIS) \[8\] are implemented to analyze the complicated modulated spectrum and get the image. Zhang et al presented a high throughput static channeled interference imaging spectropolarimeter based on Savart polariscope, which offers a robust system and a high optical throughput to resist the instrument noise \[1\].

![Fig. 1. Seven-channel interferogram. The aliasing between channels can be seen obviously because of the short OPD for each channel.](image)

However, the resolution of recovered spectrum is severely limited by the much shorter length of channels and aliasing between channels, which is also a defect of CSP \[9\]. As is shown in Fig. 1, on the CCD detector plane we can get a seven-channel interferogram. It is obviously that each channel takes up only one seventh of the CCD plane, as a result, the optical path difference (OPD) of each channel is only one seventh of interferogram captured by traditional FTISs. According to the relationship between spectral resolution and OPD, after windowing and intercepting, the resolution of recovered spectrum drops down greatly compared with FTISs. Craven et al described a theoretical means for improving the spectral resolution of CSP by at least a factor of four \[9\]. But the crystal retarders must be rotated twice and it is difficult to operate in practice. How to obtain large OPD interferogram without sacrificing the compact and static advantages of CSP is always the difficulty in this research field, few achievements is reported. In this paper, we present a novel CISP (NCISP) based on liquid crystal variable retarders (LCVR), which takes advantages of liquid crystal modulation and CISP based on Savart polariscope.
2. Theoretical analysis

2.1 Optical layout and principle

The layout of the system is shown in Fig. 2, the first part is fore-optics, in which a field stop instead of a slit is implemented to ensure high optical throughput. After that the collimating light beam incident into polarization spectral modulation components. Fast axes of two birefringent crystal retarders, \(R_1\) and \(R_2\), orientations at \(0^{\circ}\) and \(45^{\circ}\) relative to the horizontal. The analyzer behind \(R_2\) in CSP can be combined with the linear polarizer \(P_1\) in the imaging spectrometer based on Savart polariscope. The transmission axes of \(P_1\) and analyzer \(P_2\) are orientation at horizontal, aligned with the fast axes of \(R_1\). The Savart polariscope SP is rotated clockwise along \(z\) axis by \(45^{\circ}\). The optic axes of the two plates are oriented at \(45^{\circ}\) relative to \(z\) axis and their projections on \(x-y\) plane are oriented at \(\pm45^{\circ}\) respectively relative to \(x\) axis [1]. In the NCISP, a LCVR is implemented. It can offer variable phase-only retardance, which has the characteristic of time modulation. The orientation of fast axes of liquid crystal is same as \(R_2\). Finally, using a reimaging lens \(L_3\), the image of the object overlapped with channeled interferogram is focused on the CCD, which is placed on the back focal plane of \(L_3\).

According to the principle of polarization optics, the polarization state of the light from the target can be described by Stokes vector. It is defined as [10]

\[
S(\sigma) = \begin{bmatrix}
S_\sigma(\sigma) \\
I_9(\sigma) + I_{90}(\sigma) \\
I_{45}(\sigma) - I_{135}(\sigma) \\
I_R(\sigma) - I_L(\sigma)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \(S_\sigma(\sigma)\) is the total intensity of the light, \(S_1(\sigma)\) is the difference between the intensity of the linearly polarized light in \(0^{\circ}\) direction and \(90^{\circ}\) direction, \(S_2(\sigma)\) is the difference between the intensity of the linearly polarized light in \(45^{\circ}\) direction and \(135^{\circ}\) direction, and \(S_3(\sigma)\) is the difference between the intensity of the right circularly polarized light and the left circularly polarized light.

The polarization characteristics of any optical element can be represented by a Mueller matrix, which is a \(4\times4\) matrix. The relationship between the polarization state of the incident light and the emergent light from optical element can be described as [10]
where $\mathbf{M}$ is the Mueller matrix of the optical element, and Eq. (2) is called Mueller calculus. It is noted that each Stokes parameter is a function of wavenumber $\sigma$, which is omitted in the equation.

The principle of NCISP can be described by Mueller calculus. Using the Mueller matrices of those components, the Stokes vector of the emergent light from $P_2$ can be described as

$$
\mathbf{S}_{\text{out}} = \mathbf{M}_{P_2} \mathbf{M}_{\text{LCVR}} \mathbf{M}_{\text{SP}} \mathbf{M}_{P_1} \mathbf{M}_{R_3} \mathbf{M}_{R_1} \mathbf{S}_{\text{in}}
$$

(3)

where $\mathbf{M}_{P_2}$, $\mathbf{M}_{\text{LCVR}}$, $\mathbf{M}_{\text{SP}}$, $\mathbf{M}_{P_1}$, $\mathbf{M}_{R_3}$ and $\mathbf{M}_{R_1}$ are the Mueller matrices of the analyzer $P_2$, the LCVR, the SP, the polarizer $P_1$, the retarders $R_3$ and $R_1$, respectively. In our system, the SP can be regarded as a combination of two retarders, and the LCVR work as a pure phase retarder. As a result, we can model them using the Mueller matrix of a retarder. According to the retardance and the orientation of the optic axes of SP and LCVR, the Mueller matrices of them can be written as [10,11]

$$
\mathbf{M}_{\text{SP}} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \cos \varphi_{\text{SP}} & 0 & -\sin \varphi_{\text{SP}} \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & \sin \varphi_{\text{SP}} & 0 & \cos \varphi_{\text{SP}}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(4)

$$
\mathbf{M}_{\text{LCVR}} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \cos \varphi_{\text{LCVR}} & 0 & -\sin \varphi_{\text{LCVR}} \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & \sin \varphi_{\text{LCVR}} & 0 & \cos \varphi_{\text{LCVR}}
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(5)

Since CCD detector do not respond to polarization states, only $S_{0,\text{out}}$ can be measured. As a result, the radiation intensity distributed on CCD plane can be expressed as

$$
I_{\text{CCD}} = S_{0,\text{out}} = \frac{1}{4} (1 + \cos \varphi_{\text{LCVR}} \cos \varphi_{\text{SP}} - \sin \varphi_{\text{LCVR}} \sin \varphi_{\text{SP}}) S_0'
$$

(6)

where

$$
S_0' = S_{0,\text{in}} + S_{1,\text{in}} \cos \varphi_2 + S_{2,\text{in}} \sin \varphi_1 \sin \varphi_2 - S_{3,\text{in}} \cos \varphi_1 \sin \varphi_2
$$

(7)

And the phase terms in above equations are given by

$$
\varphi_{\text{LCVR}}(\sigma) = 2\pi B_{\text{LCVR}}(\sigma)d_{\text{LCVR}} \sigma
$$

(8)

$$
\varphi_{\text{SP}}(\sigma) = 2\pi \Delta_{\text{SP}} \sigma
$$

(9)

$$
\varphi_1(\sigma) = 2\pi B(\sigma)d_1 \sigma
$$

(10)

$$
\varphi_2(\sigma) = 2\pi B(\sigma)d_2 \sigma
$$

(11)
where \( B_{\text{LCVR}}(\sigma) \), \( B(\sigma) \), \( d_{\text{LCVR}} \), and \( d_i \) \( (i = 1, 2) \) are the birefringence and thicknesses of the liquid crystal and two retarders, respectively. \( \Delta_{\text{SP}} \) is the OPD from SP. The thicknesses of \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are chosen to be \( d_i = d_i^*/2 \) to make each channel length equal in the interferogram. By expanding Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), a channel-form expression of \( I_{\text{CCD}} \) can be described as

\[
I_{\text{CCD}} = \left[ \frac{1 + \cos(\varphi_{\text{SP}} + \varphi_{\text{LCVR}})}{4} \right] \left[ S_0 + \frac{S_1}{2} e^{i\varphi_S} + \frac{S_1}{2} e^{-i\varphi_S} \right. \\
\left. + \frac{S_2 + iS_3}{4} e^{-i(\varphi + \varphi_S)} + \frac{S_2 - iS_3}{4} e^{i(\varphi + \varphi_S)} \right. \\
\left. + \frac{-S_2 + iS_3}{4} e^{i(\varphi - \varphi_S)} + \frac{-S_2 - iS_3}{4} e^{-i(\varphi - \varphi_S)} \right] \\
= \left[ \frac{1 + \cos(\varphi_{\text{SP}} + \varphi_{\text{LCVR}})}{4} \right] [C_0 + C_{-1} + C_1 + C_{-2} + C_2 + C_{-3} + C_3] 
\]

(12)

It is obviously that the Stokes parameters \( S_1, S_2 \) and \( S_3 \) are modulated into special channels, respectively. In practice, incident light is a broadband spectrum, and the radiation intensity is an integration for wavenumber \( \sigma \). As a result, \( I_{\text{CCD}} \) becomes a function of OPD. It is the interferogram and changes along with the angle of field of view (FOV). And the position of each channel is centered at specific OPD. From Eq. (12), \( \varphi_{\text{SP}} \) and \( \varphi_{\text{LCVR}} \) both contribute to OPD, which is the principle of channel moving. By controlling the birefringence of the LCVR, \( \varphi_{\text{LCVR}} \) is changed, and the zero OPD position is moved, along with the channels. In NCISP, we can reconstruct the polarization spectrum using only three channels \( C_0, C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), and those channels are supposed to take up the whole CCD plane, respectively. To achieve that goal, we need to expand the channel length. Suppose that \( \Delta_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum OPD provided by SP, and according to the relationship between OPD and center positions of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), we have

\[
\Delta_{\text{e}_1} = 4\Delta_{\text{max}} \\
\Delta_{\text{e}_1} - \Delta_{\text{e}_2} = 2\Delta_{\text{max}} 
\]

(13)
(14)

where \( \Delta_{\text{e}_1} \) and \( \Delta_{\text{e}_2} \) are the center positions of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), respectively. \( \Delta_{\text{e}_1} \) and \( \Delta_{\text{e}_2} \) are the products of birefringence and thicknesses of \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \), means the OPD provided by \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \). That is to say, the center positions of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are \( 4\Delta_{\text{max}} \) and \( 2\Delta_{\text{max}} \) from the center of CCD plane, respectively. According to Eq. (12), the phase differences between the center position of \( C_1 \) and the center of CCD plane are \( 2\pi\Delta_{\text{e}_1} \sigma \), which is \( 2\pi(\Delta_{\text{e}_2} - \Delta_{\text{e}_1})\sigma \) for \( C_2 \). After that, we need to move \( C_0, C_1 \), and \( C_2 \) to the center of CCD plane using three specific retardances of LCVR, which are \( 0, 8\pi\Delta_{\text{max}} \sigma \) and \( 4\pi\Delta_{\text{max}} \sigma \). As a pure phase retarder, the retardances of LCVR can be controlled by computer, so it is better to set the order of retardances as \( 0, 4\pi\Delta_{\text{max}} \sigma \) and \( 8\pi\Delta_{\text{max}} \sigma \) to get a continuous modulation. As a result, the process contains three steps. Ignoring the aliasing effect of other channels, the radiation intensity distributed on CCD plane in each step can be expressed as

\[
I_{\text{step1}}(\Delta) = \int \left[ \frac{1 + \cos(\varphi_{\text{SP}})}{4} \right] S_0 d\sigma \\
I_{\text{step2}}(\Delta) = \int \left[ \frac{1 + \cos(\varphi_{\text{SP}})}{4} \right] (S_2 - iS_3) d\sigma 
\]

(15)
(16)
Unlike the windowing and intercepting procedure in typical CISP, the three channels are isolated by CCD plane directly, without subsequent process by computer. What’s more, the center of each channel is exactly on the center of CCD plane in each step, which means phase correction is unnecessary in NCISP. Therefore, spectral recovery process is greatly simplified. After background removal \[12\], using fast Fourier transform (FFT), the spectrally-dependent Stokes parameters can be demodulated as follows

\[
S_0(\sigma) = 4\Im\{I_{\text{step}1}(\Delta)\}
\]

(18)

\[
S_1(\sigma) = 8\Im\{I_{\text{step}2}(\Delta)\}
\]

(19)

\[
S_2(\sigma) = 16\text{real}(\Im\{I_{\text{step}2}(\Delta)\})
\]

(20)

\[
S_3(\sigma) = -16\text{imag}(\Im\{I_{\text{step}2}(\Delta)\})
\]

(21)

Each Stokes parameter has a specific shape of spectrum, which means that the Stokes characteristics will be understandable after normalization. In fact, \(S_0(\sigma)/S_0(\sigma)\), \(S_2(\sigma)/S_0(\sigma)\), and \(S_3(\sigma)/S_0(\sigma)\) are the normalized Stokes parameters while \(S_0(\sigma)\) is the natural spectrum of objects.

### 2.2 Detection mode

The detection mode of NCISP is the combine of windowing mode [13,14] and temporal modulation mode. The data acquisition model is shown in Fig. 3. The FOV of NCISP system moves over the whole detection area using translation stage or turntable. However, it is not a continuous scanning but a step scanning process. In each scanning position, three exposures are needed to get the interference intensities of every object point at its special OPD in different channels. After a whole scan, a series of images of detection area are acquired. By rearranging those images, the interferogram of each point is obtained. To get the channelled interferogram, the retardance of LCVR needs to change once in a single exposure interval, as the three steps described above. Because of the high optical throughput of the system, a shorter exposure time in each modulation step is acceptable. As is shown in Fig. 3, those images represented the same channel are arranged into one group when processing the acquired data. Hence three interferogram cubes can be obtained, in which the \(xy\) directions
represent the two-dimension image while the \( t \) direction is the interferogram of each object point. Figure 3 shows a simplified detection process in which the channeled interferogram of red column is completely obtained. Using the reconstruction algorithm described in 2.1, the image, spectrum and polarization of the object can be obtained.

3. The simulation experiment of NCISP system

To prove the feasibility of NCISP, a simulation system was implemented. The NCISP system uses a CCD camera with 512 × 512 element, and has a spectrum detection range of 480nm–960nm. According to the Nyquist sampling theorem, the interferogram sampling intervals requires \( \Delta \delta \leq 0.48 \mu m \). As a result, the maximum OPD of the NCISP system is about 123\( \mu m \), and the spectral resolution of NCISP is 40\( \text{cm}^{-1} \) theoretically, which is usually several hundred \( \text{cm}^{-1} \) for traditional CISP. Then, a narrow-band polarization spectrum and a wide-band polarization spectrum with characteristic peaks were simulated to demonstrate the correctness of the principle of NCISP.

As is shown in Fig. 4, we constructed a narrow-band Gaussian line shape incident polarization spectrum, in which \( S_0, S_1, S_2 \) and \( S_3 \) are the four Stokes parameters. It is known that the conventional CISP system can only detect broad-band polarization spectrum. For the narrow-band spectrum, the channeled interferogram always has a better modulation, which means the intensity of the channeled interferogram decrease slower with the increase of OPD. As a result, the length of channels become longer, and aliasing between channels is more severe. Windowing and intercepting cannot separate those mixing channels completely, so the recovered polarization spectrums from those channels are incorrect.

![Fig. 4. (a) Narrow-band Gaussian line shape incident polarization spectrum in simulation, (b) aliasing channeled interferogram captured by conventional CISP, (c) recovered polarization spectrum captured by conventional CISP.](image-url)
In our simulation experiment, the narrow-band spectrum has an average full width at half maximum of 300 cm$^{-1}$. The channeled interferogram acquired by conventional CISP system is shown in Fig. 4(b), in which the channels are mixed with each other, and the boundaries between neighbor channels are not clear. In a programmed recovery procedure, that mixed information will affect the correctness of recovered polarization spectrum, which is shown in Fig. 4(c). We find that each recovered polarization spectrum has an obvious vibration caused by false mixed information.

When using NCISP system, the situation is much better. The three useful channeled interferograms are captured in three steps, each has a large OPD. As is shown in Fig. 5(a), the aliasing is eliminated, and the OPD is 7 times of conventional CISP. It indicates that the resolution of recovered spectrum is much higher. Figure 5(b) shows the results of recovered polarization spectrum obtained by NCISP. It is obvious that the recovered polarization spectrum using NCISP is almost the same with the incident one, which proves the feasibility of the NCISP. Besides, for the broad-band spectrum with several characteristic peaks, the advantage of NCISP is also proved in our simulations. Four Stokes spectrums are constructed and inputted into the simulation system, which is shown in Fig. 6, the aliasing between channels seems not so obvious as narrow-band spectral interferogram because of the lower modulation of wide-band spectral interferogram. However, Fig. 6(c) indicates that the aliasing still has significant effects to the recovered spectrum using conventional CISP. The condition is different when NCISP is implemented. As is shown in Fig. 7, the three selected channels have no aliasing with each other, meanwhile the OPD of each channel is expanded, and the recovered result is coincident with the incident spectrum.
Fig. 6. (a) wide-band incident polarization spectrum with characteristic peaks in simulation, (b) aliasing channeled interferogram captured by conventional CISP, (c) recovered polarization spectrum captured by conventional CISP.

Fig. 7. (a) The three channeled interferograms of wide-band polarization spectrum with characteristic peaks captured in three steps, (b) recovered polarization spectrum captured using NCISP.

All the components are assumed to be ideal in this simulation experiment. However, there are some error sources which can influence the system performance in practice. The optical axes orientation error and the thickness error of retarders are two common error sources,
which can be minimized during system installation. But the residual errors still have an impact on the correctness of interferogram, and change the distance between different channels. Those errors should be eliminated by calibration, while the implementation of LCVR can reduce the influence of unequal channel spacing because it can adjust the positions of channels.

In practice, the performance of LCVR can be affected by several factors, such as dispersion, temperature, and alignment. In NCISP system, the main function of LCVR is offer a controllable retardance, which is adjustable in measurement using feedback control. In other words, the retardance of LCVR can be adapted to the operating temperature and the alignment. Besides, a temperature control system is also helpful. But the dispersion will bring serious errors when the incident light is a broadband spectrum. To compensate the dispersion of LCVR, we can insert a different birefringent crystal with a dispersion curve of opposite trend before the LCVR. What is more, we can also calculate a series correction factors for the recovered spectrum calibration using the relationship between the birefringence of LCVR and wavenumber.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we proposed a method for high spectral resolution CISP based on LCVR. The principle and the detection mode of NCISP system are demonstrated, and a simulation experiment is carried out. The results show that NCISP is a feasible and efficient tool to get the image, spectrum and polarization information of object simultaneously. Compared with the conventional CISP, it partly solves the aliasing problem, and expands the OPD of useful channels in a great degree. As a result, the resolution of recovered spectrum is increased largely, meanwhile the high resolution of image is maintained. The NCISP system have the advantages of high throughput, compact and stable because it has no moving components and based on Savart polariscope. The system is easy to control as the retardance of LCVR can be modulated by voltage, which is operated on computer. Automation is also possible for NCISP. Further research will focus on optimizing the characteristics of LCVR, such as its flatness, stability and transmittance.
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